
lD lt seems that every time we
speak to a racer over the age
of 25 years old, the name Steve
Wheatman gets mentioned.
He doesnt race himself, but
his collection of very special
race bikes is something unique
and unlike a lot of collectors,
he doesnt keep them all to
himself.

Here he shares his favourite
moments from 2014.
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I Steve, what is Team Classic Suzuki?
I own a.collection of bikes. It's a hobby and

an interest, rather than a proper race team. It's
not a business. We've been doing it for about 6
years - at that time Ferry Brouwer pioneered this,
by taking his collection of Yamahas to a lot of the
events, he sort of professionalised things, But he
just had Yamahas, so it was nice for us to turn
up with Suzukis, and then other people started
bringing Kawasakis and Hondas.

This has been a particularly busy year because
a lot of our bikes are classic Suzukis from the
1970s and 1980s and this year has been the 40th
Anniversary ofthe Suzuki RGs00, an iconic bike.
So there have been a lot of events in the UK and
abroad to celebrate that. We've taken 12 bikes
to Goodwood, 15 to Spa and more than 10 to the
Classic TT - more bikes than we would normally
take. Basically we're running the bikes, trying to
keep them going, so that the celebrity riders from
the era who used to be associated with them can
ride them again. It's not just the bikes that make
it, it's the person that's with the bike - actually
doing it.

If people turn up with the same bikes and the
same riders at event after event you can get a
bit jaded with it, so we try and vary the bikes
each year and decide at the beginning of the year
what we're going to run and what we're going
to display so that people say "0h, that's a bit
different, I've not seen that running before, or
heard that running." We try and do that with a

few iconic machines and there are some that we
keep back for that purpose so that next year it
won't be the same as this year.

I Who looks after the bikes and keeps them
running?

I have two mechanics who spend a lot of time
working on the bikes. Paul Boulton has looked
after bikes for me for 6 years and he generally

looks after my square four I RG500) Suzukis
and Nathan Colombi who tends to look after V4s
and the four-stroke racers we used on the Isle
of Man, because it's too much for one person.
Nigel Everett does a lot ofthe initial restoration
work on the older bikes when they come in to us,
building them up and sourcing items for them. I
used to go hunting for bikes, but now they tend to
come to me. Often people are genuinely looking
for a good home for their bike, somewhere it will
be used, maintained and run. If an individual
has just one or two bikes it can be difficult to get
in contact with the original riders or liaise with
event organisers.

Recently, more modern bikes have been added
to my collection; like superbikes from the 1990s
and I've tried to seek out some of the more
modern Suzuki riders, the likes of Guy Martin
(and other riders from the TAS and Crescent
WSBK teamJ and I've tried to buy some of
their bikes as well. Memories of RG500s might
disappear as older racers disappear from the
scene, so in the years to come, we'll be able to
run more recent bikes, because they will the ones
that are fresh in people's minds.

Do you race yourself?
I did do two seasons of racing with the CMCRC,

in 1982 and 1983, with very bad results! Now
I like to get on the bikes two or three times a

year and do a few laps at the parade meetings,
but I tend to look over my shouldet work out
when I'm going to get lapped and pull in before
someone like Freddie Spencer or Wayne Gardner
overtakes me! That's enough for me.

I often ride on the streetthough. I was 16 in
1977 - suddenly I could have my own transport.
All my mates had bikes and I spent the tvvo years
from when I was 14 waiting for the day I could
get a bike. I saved up and got it on my birthday
- and did nearly 20,000 miles on it in that first
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yeir. Then I had a l5 - ':.":.=:.. ::. :.'.' ^-th
birthday. When Irras ^: !.::-.'S:.==:. rad been

World Champion the vea:-:=:::. :,--l ',','-1n it again
that year, and the gnds r'.'er= a-- S .^z:-i. - until
that Kenny Roberts came alo:: a:-: s::..ed it all
with a Yamaha.

You've a fine collection ofRG500s but rthat
else is in the collection?

It's not just Suzukis. I've got a Gur' \lanrn
Fireblade, a Joey Dunlop Honda, an \1\' F-l

prototype factory machine, and a Barn' Sheene
Bultaco.

Two-strokes are what I'm particularly
interested in. That era has gone now but people
love listening to them and know that the bikes
are fantastic things, they're so fast. A friend of
mine, a former GP ridec had a ride recently on a
World Superbike machine, with all the traction
control and everything else and he said to me he
thought it was cheating. When you come out of
a corner you can just flat open the throttle and it
just sorts it all out for you. 0n earlier bikes, like
a 190-200bhp two-stroke without electronics,
you'd have to use your skill to do that.

We've had 50 famous riders on our bikes over
the last few years, a number of world champions,
all the heroes from the past, and up-and-coming
stars like Scott Redding and Sam Lowes. They've
all been a joy to deal with and it's good to meet
your heroes and find out that they are genuinely
nice guys.

We also sponsor Daley Mathison in the 600
and Superbike classes and supplied two bikes
in my company'HOL TAI' colours - Daley had a
great year some fantastic results at the Ulster
and Northwest 200 as well as running well at
the Gold Cup in Scarborough, until a spectacular
crash in the Gold Cup Race.

We also sponsored the Crescent Suzuki WSBK
team this year.

THE CLASSIC TT
At the Classic TT last year we had Michael

Dunlop and Conor Cummins and we built bikes
specifically for it. That attracted some criticism at
the time, I think because other people hadn't read
the eligibility and rules quite closely enough. We

went out and built bikes according to those rules
and finished first and second with Michael and
Conor and people were critical of that - there was
a lot of noise about that.

This year we didn't win; Michael's bike had a
bit of mis-fire but I was really pleased that Bruce
Anstey and the Padgett boys won with that two-
stroke YZR500.
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